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RACECOURSE PHOTOGRAPHER
FRANCESCA ALTOFT IS ‘UNDER THE
SPOTLIGHT’ IN THIS ISSUE – SEE PAGE 13

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
FINAL REMINDER 2021
Thanks to all who have renewed their
subscriptions for the paper version of the club
magazine. For the few that have not yet renewed
you will see a pink dot on the address label as a
final reminder. Anyone that does not renew for the
postal version will be placed onto the online
version list where an e mail address is held.
If there are any online members who would prefer
to receive the printed issue of the magazine in
future, please contact Helen Goodwill,
Membership Secretary, to arrange this.
Copies of the membership form are also available
to download via the club website at
www.northernracingclub.com
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COMPETITION NEWS
& RESULTS

NATIONAL HUNT – SATURDAY
NAPS CHALLENGE 2020-21

59’s DRAW RESULTS UPDATE

For this jumps season the scoring was
altered to give all entrants 19 points to use
over the 19 weeks thus all started on a score
of -19points.

The latest ‘59’s’ winner is as follows:
February 6th – 06 – Tony Jarvis (Durham)
March 6th – 15 – Helen Goodwill (Altrincham)
Tony & Helen both win the usual £50pm prize.
The winning number is determined by the ‘bonus
ball’ drawn in the UK Lottery on the first Saturday
of the month.

For each winner found, the entrant receives
points based on the odds of the winner so for
example a 4/1 winner scores 5pts.
Besides the main competition, we have extra
bonus prizes for the first entrant to move into
profit (won jointly by Dave Bates/Harry
Sandland) and the leader at the half way
stage (won by Maureen Dawson).

Thanks to all who continue to support the draw.
We currently have available numbers 25 & 51
in the draw. It costs just £1pm to enter (payable
quarterly or annually) so if you would like to join in
please contact Phil Evans (see committee panel).

ALEX BIRDCOMPETITION
CHELTENHAM ROUND
At the time of going to press the result of the first
round is still provisional.
Providing the scores are confirmed Its
congratulations to Tim Cogan from Madeley,
Cheshire who finished in 1st place with a total of
261 points, with Craig McConnachie from
Salford a close 2nd on 254 points.
The next round will cover the Aintree Festival in a
few weeks’ time.
Hopefully the UK based runners will do a bit
better there as many Irish based horses tend to
be held back until Punchestown at this time of
year!
On behalf of all the entrants a big thanks to Mark
Banks for his excellent scoring charts provided
over the four days of the festival.

Additional bonus prizes are available for the
highest priced winner selected, the most
winners selected and the longest sequence of
winners selected.
The leading scores are set out below (after week
16/19):
TOTAL
44
32
25.43
22.5
21
21
19.5
17
13.2
10
8.75
8
7
7
7
7
6.5
5.73
5.5
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NAME/ENTRY NUMBER
David Bates (44)
Alan Preston (51)
Maureen Dawson (03)
Duane Marshall (116)
Gordon Armistead (17)
Steve Cawley (70)
Harry Sandland (73)
Cieran Cassidy (87)
Mike Campbell (18)
Diane Bates (68)
Frank Turley (114)
Carol Evans (107)
Andy White (16)
Brian James (22)
John McDonald (98)
Eunice Flynn (21)
Mary Claydon (05)
Kathy McGreevy (117)
Alan Spencer (30)

Forget Cheltenham, Brian
is out to land the double
BY HAROLD HEYS
IT WAS just after 4 o'clock on the last day of the Cheltenham Festival. Rachel Blackmore had been presented
with the Champion Rider trophy. Two hundred miles away Champion Jockey Brian Hughes was going out to
ride in a handicap hurdle, wondering whether the hundreds of miles he had travelled during the week had been
worth it for just two wins.
It would have been a fleeting thought. Of course the effort was worth it. He was still a few clear in the race for
this season's title from chasers Harry Skelton and Harry Cobden. An hour later he had added another two to
his total and he allowed himself a rare smile.
Northern racing fans must have wondered why a champion jockey was having to scramble round for
occasional rides. It was something of a surprise when Brian won the title last season and many racing fans
dahn sarf pointed to Richard Johnson's two-month lay-off after a nasty an injury in deep mid-winter as the
reason for him not making it five titles in a row.
Brian Hughes is a modest an unassuming chap but he must have been determined, when this season kicked
off, to show that he could hang on to his crown. He has been everywhere in the hunt for winners; Scotland to
the South Coast and he's ridden some no-hopers. You wouldn't have found AP riding many 66-1 shots.
The London Evening Standard interviewed him on the eve of the Festival and looked back a few days earlier to
his trip to Warwick. Hughes’s alarm clock sounded at 3.30 in the morning and he was out of the house before
four, tiptoeing around his Yorkshire home so as not to wake up his wife Lucy and their two children. Still in
darkness, Hughes was on the gallops before driving 175 miles for one ride, which pulled up long before the
race was run. He made the return journey home just in time to say goodnight to his children, Rory and Olivia.
Stark madness – or wild enthusiasm?
Our champion was offered one ride at the Festival, but declined. Perhaps next season he will have a few
decent chances and add to his three Festival wins. Rather a meagre tally for an experienced 35-year-old
champion with over 1,000 winners behind him …
While Rachael and our Irish friends were carrying nearly all before them down at Cheltenham in mid-March
Brian was galloping around the country. On the Tuesday it was up to Sedgefield where he drew a blank, then
down to Huntington for one win on Bombyx, on the Thursday up at Doncaster he won on Mance Rayder and
on Gold Cup day he was over at Fakenham in Norfolk where he won the last two races on Xcitatioin and
Ennistown.
Four wins during Cheltenham. Vital with just three weeks or so to the final day before all the winners are totted
up after racing on Saturday, April 24.
Just about every racing fan in the North wishes him well. No doubt the two Harrys will get their chances in
future years. Time is on their side and both have powerful stables behind them; Harry Skelton rides a lot of
winners for his brother Dan and Harry Cobden is the man for top trainer Paul Nicholls. There's no doubt about
their ability, but they'll need something extra to match the determination of go-anywhere Brian Hughes. I must
admit that some recent rides have been for trainers I've never heard of.
This season he has had 200 rides more than either of the Harrys. After the Cheltenham Festival he was on
120, with Harry S. on 110 and Harry C. on 108.
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It was 40 years ago that a Northern-based jockey last won the title and the loss of so many top Northern
trainers over the years accounts for much of that poor showing. Where are the lads who could hold their own
with anyone from ‘dahn sarf’? Neville Crump, Gordon W. Richards, Willie and Arthur Stephenson, Michael
Dickinson, Denys Smith, Verley Bewicke and the rest? Now we have the modest but enthusiastic stables of
Don McCain, Nicky Richards and Sue Smith leading the way. They have all been good supporters of our man.
So what about Cheltenham? I was talking to Racin' Editor Phil Evans and we agreed that the Irish PTP scene
is much stronger than over here. They produce many more good NH horses. There are fewer meetings in
Ireland so the bigger guns meet often before the Festival and a clearer pecking order emerges. Over here it
seems that the top UK trainers wrap their good 'uns in cotton wool till March. And of course Ireland has some
really big hitters in JP McManus, Rich Ricci and especially Michael O'Leary's vast Gigginstown operation.
We also agreed that UK handicappers are too lenient with Irish form. Perhaps, once they have weighed
everything up, they should stick another 7lbs on all round. For luck.

Another one for Brian! But the champion is having to put in the hard miles to stay clear. Photo: Getty

PHIL EVANS 1 65.0 73.5 29.0 30.0 197.5

CASHING OUT OPTIONS IN THE NEWS AT CHELTENHAM
Most members will have seen the story about the guy that won over £250,000 from a £5 fivefold bet before
partly cashing out his winnings before Envoi Allen’s fall (his last leg of the bet). He was lucky he was allowed a
partially cash out as normally its all or nothing. However, there is one basic thing punters can do to get more
flexibility – halve the stake and place two bets so you can always cash one out and let the other one ride.
Beware though that bookies are unlikely to let this circumvent their maximum payouts so if that is an issue use
two different bookies.
Last December I had my biggest ever win when cashing out an ITV 7 bet after the first five had won (the last
two were 3rd and unplaced). Since then, I have used the technique of splitting my stake into two bets so if the
same ever happens again I can have my cake and eat it, so to speak. (Phil Evans)
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NMRC’s GRAND NATIONAL SWEEPSTAKE
NMRC will be repeating its Grand National sweepstake for 2021. Unlike 2020, we shall have a standby option
of using the ‘virtual grand national’ result instead, should anything happen to stop the ‘real thing’ being run this
time.
It will cost £5 per entry with max 40 tickets sold – equating to the race card numbers used on the day of the
race.
The prize fund is expected to total £200 and be allocated as follows:
1st place - £100
2nd place - £50
3rd place - £30
4th place – 12m entry to NMRC’s 59’s Draw.
In the unlikely event that not all 40 tickets are sold the prize money will remain the same but the unallocated
horses will be running in the name of NMRC!
If anyone is unlucky enough to be allocated a horse that does not start on the Saturday, the entrant (s) affected
will be awarded a £5 ‘e-voucher’ to use towards another club competition (valid until 1st March 2022).
HOW TO ENTER
There will be two ways to enter this year, as below:
1. Postal entries can be made until Friday April 9th. Please send to NMRC at 53 Dalebrook Rd, Sale, M33
3LB together with cheque payable to NMRC for number of entries required. Please include
name/address/email/phone details.
2. E Mail entries can be made until Friday April 9th also with direct bank payments accepted (contact Phil
Evans at info@northernracingclub.com for bank details to remit to).
HOW THE DRAW IS MADE
1. An online draw will be made at 8pm on Friday 9th April (see page 6) and the race card numbers 1-40
allocated to those who have purchased tickets via a random number machine. The draw details will
then be made available on the club website and also club Facebook page before 9am on Saturday.
2. Those who do not have internet access will be advised by phone as regards the race card number they
have been allocated.
OTHER DETAILS
Prizes will be forwarded to the winners as soon as possible after the date of the race.
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CAN YOU SPARE £1 FOR THE IJF FUNDRAISER?
We got off to a great start with this year’s fundraiser with plenty of donations received following the club’s
online Cheltenham Previews with the total received to date nearly £200. Thanks to all who have donated and
also to our guest speakers who were: Cornelius Lysaght, Martin Chapman, Keith McHugh, Gordon
Armistead, Paul Jacobs, Andy Gibson, Oliver Greenall & Dickon White.
Our target this year is still £600 which is about the same as we have raised for the IJF over the last eight years.
What we are now hoping for is that our many ‘free online’ members will all contribute £1 towards the fundraiser
which would take us close to the target. We have set up a ‘just giving’ page for the donations which can be
made anonymously (if preferred). The link for this is on the club website www.northernracingclub.com and all
additional support received will be most appreciated.
If any other members wish to make donations by post please send to North & Midlands Racing Club at 53
Dalebrook Rd, Sale M33 3LB and we will do the rest.

FORTHCOMING ONLINE EVENTS
Christopher Leech is putting together another great racing quiz with the topic being the Grand National. This
will take place on Monday 29th March at 7pm so you will need to be quick to register your place. Please e mail
info@northernracingclub.com to join in the fun!
Paul Jacobs (five times winner of the Racing Post Naps table) and Jonathan Doidge (Radio/TV sports
presenter) have kindly offered to record a Grand National Preview for the big race. This will take place on
Tuesday 6th April and the recording will then be available to watch online, hopefully later that day. Links to the
recording will be placed on the club website www.northernracingclub.com as well as the clubs Facebook &
Twitter feeds.
The Grand National Sweepstake draw will also be held online at 8pm on Friday 9th April. Before that we
shall have an open ‘Aintree racing chat’ starting at 7.30pm where members can exchange views on the
following days racing and likely winners. If there are enough people attending, we can also extend the ‘racing
chat’ after the sweepstake draw is concluded. To enable us to send out the online meeting links to everyone,
please register your interest by emailing info@northernracingclub.com . NB All those who purchase the
sweepstake tickets will automatically be sent the link providing that we have your e mail address.

ONLINE EVENTS QUESTIONNAIRE
We have set up an online questionnaire to gauge members interest in these events as well as our recent
Cheltenham Previews.
There are only three questions to answer so it really is only a 30 seconds job to complete – unlike the recent
census!!
If you registered for the Cheltenham previews then Q1 can be fully answered, but if not just answer ‘other’ to
that one and then look at Q2 & Q3 which ask for views about future online events that the club can hold.
All answers are anonymous but members views are really important to us.
You can find the link to the questionnaire/survey on the club website at www.northernracingclub.com
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GORDON ARMISTEAD’S RACING DIARY
(FROM BEHIND THE TV SET AT PRESENT)
Week Ending February 7th
Dublin Racing Festival
Gaillard Du Mesnil kicked things off by coming from a bit off the pace to collar stable mate Stattler just before the last.
There is probably not a lot between him and Bob Olinger going in to the Ballymore. The next three home all look real
stayers. Gentlemansgame on only his second run came through to pick up second while Stattler and Fakiera have
already looked like three miles will be there trip. Ashdale Bob was well beaten but reportedly scoped badly post-race
and is better than he showed here.
Chacun Pou Soi looks different class over two miles with main rival Min not running his race while Energumene won just
as easily in the Irish Arkle. I am not sure Shishkin should be odds on for Cheltenham after this display. Captain Guinness
would have been second but for falling two out.
Honeysuckle stepped up on her previous form in the Irish Champion Hurdle and will take all the beating at Cheltenham.
All the others will head there playing for the places.
It will be interesting to see if Kilcruit is as good as he looked in the bumper with the Irish seemingly having a strangle
hold on the race at present.
There is a good two-mile four handicap chase in Mitchouka but connections have run him over three miles at Christmas
and here over two miles. I had to back him today however at 33/1 with the each way failing by a neck.
Day two and a Grade 1 winner who didn’t go in to favourite for Cheltenham as Quilixios who will be stable second string
come the Triumph Hurdle even though he won easily here.
Appreciate It saw off a better effort from Ballyadam in the older horses two-mile novice but with the British challenge at
present being led by Metier he will be hard to oppose in the Supreme. Monkfish just gets better with each run and while
Latest Exhibition maybe wasn’t at this best he is another odds on shot six weeks before the festival.
As a Christmas Minella Indo was again favourite for the three-mile chase and while he completed this time his jumping
let him down under pressure. He will have to be a lot better to get involved at Cheltenham but at least we know he likes
it there. Melon well beaten here will be too big now for the Ryanair especially each way.
Sandown
Native River slogged through the mud to take the rearranged Cotswold Chase and give a boost to the Tizzard team. On
to the Gold Cup but it’s hard to see him regaining the title.
Sporting John needed all of the trip to take the Grade1 Scilly Isles Chase and is going to need three miles on better
ground but this race should be taken with a pinch of salt. Runner up Shan Blue really jumps well and the Manifesto at
Aintree would seem the best target.
Week Ending February 21st
After his sulky effort at Kempton Cyrname appeared to chuck it in very easily in the Ascot Chase. Decent horse that
Dashel Drasher is he is going to be flattered by a new rating in the 160’s. The Reynoldstown Chase was well off
championship class and winner Remastered looks more a future National contender although his owners are not keen
on the race.
Down at Wincanton Goshen returned to add a lot of interest to the Champion Hurdle but can you trust him?
The Sunday brought the rearranged Betfair Hurdle meeting and one of the most competitive renewals for many a year.
The fact that Soaring Glory after winning off 133 is now the number two British challenger in the Supreme says much
about the lack of top-class novices.
The Denman Chase had little baring on the Gold Cup with Secret Investor and Clan des Obeaux Aintree bound. Headgear
might appear on Clan des Obeaux there with the jockey seemingly unhappy with his effort. Champ ran a fine race in the
Game Spirit. I can’t have him as a Gold Cup winner but we will see.
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Fifty-one weeks ago on my last days racing Beacon Edge failed by a nose to land my 20/1 bet at Naas and I finally got the
chance to get some profit from him in the Boyne Hurdle at Navan. This time he just got up to land a nice double with
listed mares hurdle winner Atlantic Fairy. The Aintree Hurdle is his evident target and if the main hurdlers give it a miss
he will be a major contender. The mare looks a tough sort who can still improve.
Week Ending February 28th
Tritonic took the Adonis Hurdle and became the top British challenger for the Triumph Hurdle. I am not sure he beat
anything here and while he did it easily his post-race price for Cheltenham looks too short.
I usually back a couple for the National when the weights come out but this year it was even earlier as I thought their
prices were wrong. Both were out today with Burrows Saint who has been aiming solely for Aintree for two years
running a good race in the Bobbyjo at Fairyhouse and I am happy with my 33/1. The other was Mister Malarky who ran
third in the Close Brothers at Kempton. Quite why he didn’t shorten from his 50/1 price I don’t know as this was a fine
run and he has always looked an Aintree sort.
The winner of the Close Brothers Clondaw Castle was one of three good winners on the day one at each meeting. He will
try to go back up in class in the Bowl at Aintree but has been found out before in graded races.
Week Ending March 7th
Fairly low-key racing for the week with National favourite Cloth Cap having his warm up run at Kelso being the highlight.
His win was done in smooth fashion against horses rated higher than him. Quite whether it was worth a rise up to a
rating of 162 is another thing as it looked more a case that the other runners should be going down in the ratings. If he
doesn’t win at Aintree he will be very lucky to find anything else he can win off that mark. Definitly Red was my fancy for
the National last season but on his runs this time around he is on the downgrade.
At Leopardstown Mitchouka was a last raced over his proper trip and he just got up close home to collar Livelovelaugh.
He was only the tenth winner for trainer Georoid O’Loughlin in his three seasons training but he has some good horses
for his main owner Chris Jones and not many improve an ex-Elliot horse as he has done with Mitchouka. Runner up
Livelovelaugh looks the type for the Topham if Willie Mullins sends him to Aintree.
Cheltenham Day 1
Supreme Novice
A small field but all the main contenders turned up except Ferny Hollow. I liked Appreciate It when I saw hm win his two
bumpers at Leopardstown last season and like most people I thought he would be a stayer. His form line has been rock
solid with the horse he beat in his maiden Mister Mcshee winning a top handicap and the horse Mister Mcshee beat in
his maiden hurdle Atlantic Fairy winning a listed hurdle. It was all very straightforward and as he is already seven you
would imagine that next season it will be chasing. Ballyadam overcame a bad mistake two out to nab second place and
while he looked a speed horse when he won at Fairyhouse he stayed on well enough here. Metier’s Tolworth win looked
nothing special at the time but he was poor. Blue Lord will need to settle better if he is to step up.
Arkle
Without Energumene to take him on this was all too easy for Shishkin. We will see next season if he can step up into
open company. With Nicky Henderson not having a single runner in any of the novice hurdles you wonder whether he is
beginning to wind down and Shishkin could be his last top performer. Captain Guinness had settled when beaten by
Energumene at Leopardstown but here he just took off and was never going to get home. Allmankind is going to struggle
out of novice company. Eldorado Allen was ridden to pick up the pieces and did so. He will go into handicaps.
Ultima
Sue and Harvey Smith have had an awful season but old timer Vintage Clouds came to the rescue with his best ever run
at the age of eleven. It took him a long time to get his head in front over fences and surprisingly this was only his fourth
win but he has been a regular here and at Haydock. He was back down from the silly mark he was given after his 2020
Peter Marsh win but no doubt will get another hike as he goes to Ayr for the Scottish National. Aye Right again ran well
but he finds it hard to win while of the National horses here Pym and Milan Native ran moderately and Ok Corral pulled
up lame.
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Champion Hurdle
After her terrific performance at Leopardstown Honeysuckle improved again and it never looked in doubt that she
would win this. Where will the challengers come from next year? After again running poorly at the Dublin Festival
Sharjah returned to his best in second. Epatante’s win at Newcastle was just O K and she has been below her best in her
other two runs this season. Hopefully she will turn out again before seasons end. The Moore’s will have plenty more
work to do with Goshen if he is going to have a proper career.
Mares Hurdle
Not the best renewal of this race. Black Tears has been consistent in mare’s races in Ireland and has run well at the last
two festivals but this was a step up. Concertista had seen her off giving away eight pounds earlier in the season but she
did not have the zip from the last she had shown previously this season or when winning the mares novice last season.
Roksana found this trip too short.
Fred Winter
Going through this race beforehand I crossed only one runner out as having no chance and it should have been at least
10/1 the field so a big pried winner was no surprise. Jeff Kidder came through like a slalom skier passing horse after
horse from the turn in and was going away at the end. Nothing looks like it will step up into graded company so all will
be in the hands of the handicapper.
National Hunt Chase
They wouldn’t have gone as slow as they did if the amateurs had been riding and it turned into a speed test rather than
a stamina test. I saw Galvin win his bumper at Roscommon in July 2018 and he looked a summer performer as he won
his maiden hurdle at Perth that August. His jumping is not always the best and he still nudged a couple here but this had
been the plan since last March and it was well executed. Next Destination and Escaria Ten would have been better
suited to a stronger pace and the latter looks the sort for Aintree next season.
Cheltenham Day 2
Ballymore
Another small field of novices and another very easy winner. The three principles appeared be about on a par after their
Grade 1 wins and while I favoured Bob Olinger I wasn’t expecting the style of his win. He was out speeded by Ferny
Hollow over two miles on his first run this season but has improved since then and might have the speed for that trip
now. Gaillard Du Mesnil looks like he will improve up in trip. Bravemansgame is the best of the British novice hurdlers
and will go chasing but should take what he can get before next year’s festival.
Browns Advisory
The shortest priced Festival favourite for a long time but it was not all plain sailing. Monkfish didn’t jump as well as he
has done at Leopardstown and the loose horse nearly caused a disaster at the last. He is however very good and an
obvious Gold Cup contender next season. It’s hard to know what to make of Fiddlerontheroof and The Big Breakaway.
Both were much better than they have been all season as the stable runners have shown improved form. They will no
doubt have a chance at Aintree with Monkfish a certainty to go to Punchestown. It was a shame that Eklat De Rire
unshipped his jockey as he had jumped really well on his two previous chases. Sporting John’s Grade 1 win looked iffy
and his run here showed that to be right.
Coral Cup
Sometime during lockdown I must have signed up for the H.R.I. weekly newsletter which arrives every weekend and
includes a link to their Friday Night Racing show. It lasts about forty-five minutes and they have guest on for a long chat.
Last week it was Paul Hennessy and it was excellent as he talked about growing up living next door to Paddy Mullins,
how after making his name as a greyhound trainer he ended up with a couple of horses and how he came to breed
Heaven Help Us. It’s well worth looking up on YouTube. Anyway with my own selection well beaten here it was super to
see the mare absolutely bolt up and as she likes Cheltenham she might not have been far off taking the Mare’s Hurdle.
Richie Condon was riding just his ninth winner in five seasons riding and maybe the two wins on this mare will get him
some more good rides.
Champion Chase
I certainly underestimated Put The Kettle On. Not the best renewal but she is very tough and just does not know how to
lose at Cheltenham. Chacun Pour Soi never looked happy at any stage and just seemed to lack his usual fizz and I don’t
think it was just the hill that found him out. Maybe they should have made more use of him. Nube Negra might have
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been unlucky but coming from off the pace in a slowly run race is always fraught with problems. This was never going to
suit First Flow.
Cross Country
After two fences it was obvious that this was not the Tiger Roll that had run in his last two races and from then the result
did not look in doubt. Easysland had had just one run since his win last year and just could not get near to Tiger Roll. He
has not been put into any of the graded races on conventional tracks in France and his top weight in the National looks
well over the top. Some Neck had it all to do at the weights but he stays all day and the La Touche at Punchestown
would be an obvious target and then the handicaps here in the autumn.
Grand Annual
All the plot horses were beaten by the fully exposed Sky Pirate who had gone up well over a stone for his seasons wins.
It will get harder as conditions chases might not be run at the pace he seems to need. I have always thought that
Entoucas would be better suited to two and a half as he seems to find plenty of ways to get beaten at two miles. Ibleo
also looks like he might improve again for a step up in trip.
Bumper
It looked a two-horse race and it proved that way with the pace of the race probably making the difference to the result.
Rachel Blackmore set a modest pace and then got first run on Sir Gerhard and Kilcruit couldn’t peg him back. The pair
carried the same colours as the first two last season and like then the winner looks the two miler and the runner up the
stayer. The race seemed to lack the depth of some recent renewals.
Cheltenham Day 3
Marsh Chase
So Envoi Allen is not bombproof. Hopefully he will not go the way of the last second coming Samcro and he will be back
at Punchestown or the two mile four Grade1 at Fairyhouse.
I wasn’t impressed with Chantry House’s first effort over fences at Ascot and laid him when he was beaten here earlier
in the season. He evidently had a back problem and his jumping has been much better since his return. This looked at
the bottom end of his trip needs and a step up to three miles at Aintree may be next. Fussil Raffles battled on well and
this looks his trip. It was much better from Asterion Forlonge both in his jumping and attitude and a step up in trip will
suit him. Shan Blue had looked like Aintree would suit him better than here and this run seemed to confirm that.
Pertemps
Paul Nolan probably saved Brian Cooper’s career in the 2018/19 season supplying half of his just eighteen winners down
from a high of ninety-four. The trainer himself dropped to just eight winners in 2017. Both returning to the big time
with Latest Exhibition last season and Miss Milliner here is another step back up. The British handicapper took a view on
The Bosses Oscar and gave him a big hike from his Irish rating. He has looked the sort for a big handicap for a while and
was favourite for a €50K race at Navan in December when failing to give weight to Flooring Porter. He should make a
decent staying chaser.
Ryanair
Allaho’s first two efforts this season were totally underwhelming and even his win at Thurles didn’t persuade Paul
Townsend he was the stable first string but he just took this race apart. There isn’t a two-and-a-half-mile race for him at
Punchestown so maybe he will turn up at Aintree and there are bound to be calls for him to go to the supposedly easy
three miles at Kempton next Christmas. It will be interesting to see where the official handicappers rate this effort as
second and third Fakir D’oudairies and Tornado Flyer have been well seen off by both Chacon Pou Soi over two miles
and A Plus Tard over three on their last two runs. Both are looking a bit tripless and are going to be hard to place. Min
didn’t jump and Melon and Samcro never travelled a yard. I didn’t fancy Imperial Aura but he was poor.
Stayers
I thought the three Mile Grade 1 at Leopardstown over the Christmas period was a false result but not so. Sire du Berlais
managed to halve the distance between himself and Flooring Porter but never looked like getting to the all the way
winner. Turned over off 131 in a handicap in October to winning this is amazing. My one bet on the day was each way on
Beacon Edge at 16/1 but after travelling easily for most of the way he just didn’t get home and was collared for third my
Paisley Park near the post. Paisley is nine now so it is doubtful he will go chasing and he still has Aintree for this season.
Winning jockey Danny Mullins has long been a very good jockey from the front.
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Plate
Danny’s cousin Emmet has trained less than fifty winners but right from the beginning has shown he knows exactly what
he is doing. St Stephens Green was the first of his horses I followed getting a good win out of him at Killarney in a good
handicap hurdle at 16/1. The Shunter has had an eventful season starting with being banned for sixty days. That was
after his stable debut at Tipperary and a ride that could only be described as very quiet. While he was zero for eighteen
with his previous trainer John Clifford his third in a bumper to Tornado Flyer showed he had ability but he had
completely lost his way. He is going to get plenty for this but has done his job. Jockey Jordon Gainford was winning only
his ninth win under rules and only turned professional in February. He is going to get every chance to make it.
Farclas in second has returned to form this season. He is in the National but there must be doubts about him getting the
trip there. Down the field Caribbean Boy who had been back at two miles on his previous run looked like he needs to go
up to three doing all his good work from the turn in.
Mares Novice
Telmesomethinggirl became the fourth winner on the day that was running during the summer last year. In her case
after showing nothing on heavy in the depths of winter she was backed off the boards for a maiden hurdle at
Roscommon in June following up at Bellewstown and Listowel. She gets two four so you imagine she will be back for the
mares hurdle next season. There was probably more depth to this than some previous renewals and some of the other
Irish mares might have found the ground too fast after racing on heavy during the winter. Roseys Hollow and Royal
Kahala are better than they showed here.
Kim Muir
An extraordinary performance from the winner Mount Ida who looked like she could be pulled up after just a mile. Her
form in mare’s novice chases looked very good but they were over two miles and two and a half in small fields and 3/1
under top weight looked skinny enough even before her poor start. She certainly looked better for the trip and you
would imagine that she will be in the top staying handicaps in the future. It would be hard to see many of her opponents
finding too much improvement with most being handicapped up to their best.
Cheltenham Friday
Triumph Hurdle
This was run at a modest pace and they only really raced form the home turn. Quilixios was well placed and always had
things under control. He will no doubt head to Punchestown and a rematch with former stable mate Zanahiyr who didn’t
have the pace here. His best run was in a very quickly run race at Fairyhouse and he may be better making the running.
Haut En Couleurs on his first run for the Mullins stable and first since October ran an excellent race and you would
imagine he could improve come Punchestown. Adagio ran a fine race while Tritonic was well beaten and you would
imagine both will hope the Irish second strings don’t turn up at Aintree.
County Hurdle
Belfast Banter had looked a serial dodge last summer before just hanging on when trying to give away his maiden hurdle
win at Galway in October. Big field handicaps suit him as he can be held up and produced very late on. Jockey Kevin
Sexton was champion Irish conditional in the 2014/15 season but it was downhill after that eventually ending with a ban
for cocaine use. Belfast Banter’s trainer Peter Fahey has been the man behind his return and his partnership with
Peregrine Run was a big factor.
Petit Mouchoir in second just keeps running his race without success.
Albert Bartlett
One of the drawbacks of not going racing is not being able to see which bumper and hurdle horses have the size and
scope to go chasing eventually. It just isn’t possible to judge off the T.V. This race is usually a race that has lots of future
chasers in it and it seems the way winner Vanillier will go. Trainer Gavin Cromwell has not really been a chasing trainer
up till now with only five chase wins this season. One horse I have seen is the race favourite Stattler who finished fourth.
He had looked like three miles would suit him but he didn’t appear to get home and he lacks the pace for shorter trips.
Gold Cup
A super race and a worthy winner who I thought still had to prove himself in open company after his last two efforts at
Leopardstown. Last year’s RSA looks a lot better now than it did earlier in the season. The only thing Rachel Blackmore
did wrong all week was to choose A Plus Tard and you can’t blame her for that. Jack Kennedy has been plagued by
broken bones in his career and even this season he missed a chunk with a collarbone break. This is his sixth season but
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he is still only twenty-one. His connection with the Elliot yard is so strong that of his three hundred plus wins the second
highest for any trainer is eight for Norman Lee and then three for Tony Martin. Without having to share with Davy
Russell this season he has seemed to be riding better than ever. Minella followed up his Albert Bartlett by going on to
win at Punchestown and it would seem likely he will head there again. A Plus Tard was my nap of the week and ran a
fine race. He doesn’t go left-handed so maybe he will go to Aintree. Al Boum Photo made a good defence and now the
lucky trip to Tramore has failed hopefully he will race a bit more often. The British horses were poor. I couldn’t have
backed the two Henderson horses with counterfeit money but they were just bad. Royal Pagaille will have to hope for a
mud bath at Haydock for the Betfair when the Irish are usually absent.
Hunters
A first chase success for the winner Porlock Bay whose five wins in France were all in hurdle races although he had been
placed over fences at Auteuil. It must be doubtful if he will go to Aintree. Billaway always runs his race and with
amateurs likely to be back for Aintree I imagine Patrick Mullins will be keen to head there.
Mares Chase
This was a decent field for the first running. Colreevy has beaten the geldings in a Grade 1 bumper and Grade 1 chase
and despite being a novice she jumped really well although slightly out to her right. I imagine she will be back here next
season but it will be interesting where she goes in the meantime. Elimay went head-to-head with the winner and just
came up short. Third home Shattered Love will evidently head for the National but she has seemed to come up short at
three miles so the trip would be a big worry there.
Martin Pipe
This looked like the proverbial Graded horse in a handicap under the most experienced jockey in the race. Galopin Des
Champs a beaten favourite on his first two runs for Willie Mullins was then a 100/1 shot behind Appreciate It at the
Dublin Festival. Sean O’Keefe has made good progress over the last two seasons and gets rides for lots of trainers. The
Mullins favourite Gentleman De Mee was just too free, He got away with running that way in his maiden hurdle but this
was a different kettle of fish.

IS ANTE POST BETTING ON THE CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL WORTHWHILE?
I have always been a fan of ante post bets at Cheltenham as its always sweeter to get 25/1 about a horse that starts as
favourite on the day. However, this year has seen my ante post bets decimated with non-runners with some fairly last
minute such as Politologue & Engumene.
The prices of those that did run for me were often no better than waiting till the day and my e/w bets on Frodon &
Native River both drew blanks as ante post bets only gave three places, whilst had I placed on the day their 4th/5th places
would have both netted a nice return.
I had Fakeira at 33/1 and 25/1 for the Ballymore & Albert Bartlett and was getting confident when it was backed down
to favouritism for the latter race, only to be a big disappointment.
Put The Kettle on was my best ante post bet at 12/1 (any race) with Honeysuckle 2/1 (any race) whilst Fiddlerontheroof
gave me a nice 33/1 place (but was higher odds on the day!). Kilcruit at 8/1 was a near miss in the bumper.
When I reflect on this years ante post book, with about half not running, I am now taking the view that rather than
waste so many bets on non-runners I would be better off to double the stakes on the day for those I would have done
ante post that actually run. This is especially true when so many I picked were not much shorter on the day (and some
longer prices) and where there are so much better e/w terms available on the day.
I also looked at the NRNB terms this year but generally these were up to half the other ante-post odds on offer.
I know there have been some big ante post wins in the news this year but overall I am not convinced that this is the best
way to approach the festival and that, as with Fakeira, it’s tempting to take the long price so you can tell everyone on
the day when it goes off as favourite………..but still loses!! (Phil Evans)
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RACING SPOTLIGHT ON FRANCESCA ALTOFT
By BRIAN GOODWILL
WHAT FIRST MADE YOU PASSIONATE ABOUT RACING?
I have always been mad about horses from a very young age. My great grandfather was in the Royal Horse
Artillery but the love of horses appeared to skip two generations and come to me. I started riding when I was 8
years old and had hundreds of model horses. When I was riding, I was a bit of a speed demon, always wanting
to ride the quick ponies and holding them back from the group out hacking so I could gallop faster to catch up!
My parents and grandparents took me to Market Rasen races on Boxing Day 2012 and I think that is what gave
me the bug – seeing the power of the horses and the speed of them was something I couldn’t get enough of. I
got a few jockeys’ autographs and that was it, I was hooked. I did want to be a jockey until I was about 14 but
soon realised photography was probably the safer option.
WHAT FIRST MADE YOU PASSIONATE ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHY?
My dad has always been a keen amateur photographer. Mum and dad gave me a little point and shoot camera
one day at the races and they were surprised just how good the photos were. Dad then let me borrow his
“proper” camera, and he never got it back. I don’t think there were many places I went without that thing! The
cameras soon evolved into bigger and better cameras that would eventually lead me into my professional life.
WHERE DID YOU FIRST GO RACING?
Market Rasen was my local racecourse growing up, but dad used to travel for work so any time he was near a
racecourse I used to tag along with him so we could go racing on the way home! I spent many happy days at
Wetherby, Doncaster, Southwell etc. I guess the travelling to the races as a youngster prepared me for the
number of miles I’d be doing in my working life.
WHERE DID YOU FIRST GO RACING AS A PROFESSIONAL?
I somehow managed to land a job with Gavin James who was course photographer at the likes of Cheltenham,
Newbury, Sandown and Epsom. I helped him out as a “runner” with memory cards at Cheltenham’s November
meeting 2014, but I didn’t have the right insurance to get out on the course with my camera yet. My first day
on course with a camera was 2014 Hennessy Day at Newbury. I took the photo of Many Clouds crossing the
finish line which Newbury then used in all their marketing. I was hooked by the feeling of being so much closer
to the horses, it’s still a thrill these days getting to work with such amazing animals and people. I started my
own business when Gavin retired from racing photography at the end of 2016.
WERE YOU PLEASED AND SURPRISED TO WIN THE PRESTIGIOUS HWPA PICTURE OF THE YEAR AWARD?
Yes, massively shocked but obviously delighted. I don’t really know why I thought it would be a good idea to
enter a photo for a horse racing photography award that didn’t have any horses in. I knew as soon as I saw the
photo that I had to enter it. It was timed to perfection to capture Paul Townend’s reflection in the roll of
honour on the Gold Cup, looking directly at the camera. It must’ve been a split-second moment! At 24, I’m still
a relative youngster amongst the photographer ranks, but I know how big a deal the HWPA Awards are. I was
nominated for photographer of the year a few years ago, so to now have a winner’s trophy on my bookcase is
an honour. It was typical that I won it on the year we couldn’t all get together in London and celebrate with
the Derby Awards lunch!
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ANY PARTICULAR FUNNY STORY YOU CAN RELATE FROM A WORKING DAY?
Anyone who knows the racing photographers knows that we’re a bunch of jokers. I guess you have to have a
good sense of humour because some days in the winter when you’re freezing cold and soaked through to the
skin, if you don’t laugh you’ll cry. There’s plenty of bad days! There are so many moments that have had us
rolling around in laughter in the press room or on the course, but a highlight of the year would be our “annual
Malteser throwing competition”. I don’t know why we started it, but at Ascot’s last meeting before Christmas,
a box of chocolates gets brought in and two photographers (usually Dan Abraham and Alan Crowhurst) have a
competition to see if they can throw a Malteser into the other’s mouth across the width of the press room. It
became such a big deal that in recent years we even managed to get the bookies’ reps present to “sponsor”
the event with champagne and free bets. It’s a good bit of fun on what is usually our last day all together
before Christmas.
WHAT FUTURE PROFESSIONAL AMBITIONS?
I’d love to win photographer of the year in the future. I’ve won picture of the year, but photographer of the
year is the big one, isn’t it? Aside from that, I just want to carry on what I’m doing. Despite the majority of my
friends being in racing, I still have a long way to go in terms of solidifying my working relationships outside of
the press room. I’d love to become someone that young photographers, particularly girls, look up to. I want to
find a way to inspire youngsters to pick up a camera and give it a go. It’s not the most glamourous job in the
winter, but it’s a lot of fun and nothing beats the feeling of knowing you’ve got an incredible photo.
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‘THE LONG ROAD FROM PORTMAN SQUARE’ BY IAN CARNABY
This is the latest publication to come out of the ‘Marten Julian’ stable and is written by a close collaborator in
the ‘Dark Horses’ guides, Ian Carnaby. Ian has written or been involved in many ‘form guides’ over the years
but this is the follow up to his first ‘memoir’ published in 2005 under the title of ‘Not Minding That It Hurts’. Ian
has written racing articles for over 30 years, mainly for the Irish Field, Sporting Life and Racing Post.
The essence of the book is to remember many of the articles written over the last 30+ years for the various
racing papers Ian has been associated with. It is important to realise that these articles are not about ‘who will
win the 2.30 at Wetherby today’ but are more timeless racing stories that can be enjoyed many years later still.
Ian has also inserted several linking pieces about other jobs he has held over the years, including starting as a
trainee at the Jockey Club – hence the title of the book!
It’s the sort of book that you can dip into now and again, which is the sort I really enjoy, rather than a novel
where you feel under pressure to read it to the end as soon as possible to find out ‘who dunnit!’ Even though I
am reviewing the book, I don’t want to read it all now as its earmarked as a treat to read later this year when
we are allowed to go on holiday again!
Many of the articles are random, yet quirky such as musing which of the Tabor, Smith, Magnier group is a
karaoke fan! Ian also shares random jottings such as his unscientific system for backing greyhounds with odds
of 4/1.
When Grittar won the Grand National in 1982 the author recalls how in the commentary box Lord Oaksey
danced around in the box as Dick Saunders (at 48 the oldest winning jockey of the race) steered the horse
home. Also in the box was BBC radio commentator Peter Bromley, who was far from impressed by the Noble
Lord’s antics as he impaired other commentators views of the end of the race!
The stories & anecdotes about numerous top names in the sport come thick and fast and all are hugely
entertaining to read even though many years after their first printed editions. The sub-title of the book is ‘A
gambler’s odyssey from Portsmouth to Paraguay. I haven’t yet got to that story but I will no doubt relish it when
I do in the weeks to come as I am allowed to travel to my holiday home again and sit on my decking with a cool
drink in one hand and my racing book in the other. (Reviewed by Phil Evans).
The book is available via the www.martenjulian.com website (or phone 01539 741007) and is priced at £20 or
£25 for both the new and old books. However, there is also a special NMRC Members discount available by
quoting discount code RM2021IAN at the checkout.

.
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‘Back to the Track’ Syndicate with Stockton Hall – Cawthorne and My Poem

With the imminent return of owners to the track, we have selected two exciting horses for our new ‘Back to the Track’
syndicate.
The first of these is Cawthorne who won over hurdles last season and remains on a dangerous mark. We are confident
that he will win again over both fences and hurdles and will give us a lot of fun over the coming months.
The second horse that we have chosen for the syndicate is My Poem who is rated 73 on the flat. Having won over 1m3f
for Sir Michael Stoute, and already jumping extremely well at home, she will be perfect to go hurdling. It is clear that she
knows her job from the flat and with her taking to jumping so well, she will be ready to go straight away.
By having two horses in the syndicate we are ensuring that there will be plenty of opportunities for syndicate members to
go racing and give everyone a real interest right through 2021 and into 2022.
We are splitting the syndicate into 12 shares and it will be:
£3779.17 +VAT per share
Includes:








1/12 share in each horse
All their training fees for 2021. (not including racing and or non-routine Vets fees)
Stable Visits.....We love to see our owners at the yard and let them see their horses work on the gallops.
Tickets to the races when either horse runs
Access to Racing Manager Login and regular updates about your horses progress
All VAT to be reclaimed
2nd year will be £2500 + VAT for all training fees for the whole of 2022.

Contact Oliver Greenall for further information 0777 1571 000 0r 01948 861 157
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RACING CLUB SYNDICATES OVER THE YEARS (PART 5) BY GORDON ARMISTEAD
Colmarann
Colmarann had run four times before the club leased her with a couple of them being quite promising. Fourth of eighteen
in a bumper after leading and second in a Catterick mares novice hurdle beaten only a length and a half. She was by top
jumps sire Good Thyne and the dam although only moderate herself was by the even better sire in Deep Run.
Trained by Sue Smith she ran nine times for the club from December 1999 till May 2000.
Unfortunately, she did not progress but on her final run for the club at Cartmel she finished second behind McGregor The
Third (then fourteen years old but once king of the Cheltenham cross country course) in a novice hurdle. She was ridden
for the majority of his runs by either seven-pound claimer Dominic Elsworth or another conditional in Jim Crowley. She
only ran once more when last of six finishers before retiring and having three foals none of which showed any great ability.
She died in 2007.
Barley Meadow
It took Barley Meadow twenty-eight runs before he finally got off the mark but after he joined Richard Ford's stable he
became a solid performer at his level which was selling class hurdles. He was by Phardante and his elder full brother
Jimmy's Cross was once a promising novice hurdler finishing second in the EBF Novice Hurdle Final -in those days run at
Cheltenham in April- before slipping down the rankings.
Barley Meadow started off in bumpers for Tom McCourt in Ireland at the old Dundalk turf course but in fifteen runs for him
he failed to make a place. One novice hurdle he ran in included no less than Istabraq making his debut over jumps. I
imagine with that record they were quite happy to get 2,500 guineas at Doncaster's October 1997 sales.
Half a dozen runs for John O'Shea produced a couple of placed efforts in sellers before another trip to Doncaster's May
1998 sales where he was unsold for 1,700 guineas. A private deal must have been struck and the switch to Richard Ford
was made. He was kept busy racing about thirty times for four successes all in selling company over the next two years.
During his year racing in the club colours from September 2000 to August 2001 he ran eleven times but was probably a
bit on the downgrade from his highest rating in the low 90's. A good second place at Southwell was followed by his worst
effort when favourite at Fontwell where he was never out of the last two before dropping away and pulling up. He had
dropped down to 76 when just lasting home by a short head in another seller at Market Rasen in July for the only club
victory over obstacles. He finished off with a third at Cartmel. He was placed another three times and had a couple of
moderate efforts over fences in the next year before racing for the last time in June 2002.
Princess of Garda
Princess of Garda's dam Malcesine had ten foals nine being by Komaite and all won races with Princess of Garda being
her fourth produce. She was sent to Doncaster's 1999 yearling sales and bought back for 14,500 guineas. I imagine if she
was later down the line she would have made a great deal more. Her 2002 full sister Castelletto won the Group 3
Cornwallis Stakes for Brian McMahon and her 2003 full brother Hatham won eleven races.
Trained by Geraldine Rees and bred by her father Captain Jim Wilson she was named Princess of Garda as Malcesine is
a commune on the edge of Lake Garda. It did not start well in April as she unseated her jockey leaving the stalls on debut
but after two fair efforts she won a fifteen runner Maiden Auction race at Haydock under George Duffield. Two runs later
she won again this time at Chester in a Novice Stakes. Her aim for the season was the £200K St Leger yearling sales
race where she ran a fair race beaten under eight lengths and then ran in the Redcar Two-Year-Old Trophy beaten about
the same distance. Both those were at six furlongs and she was better at five.
Her three-year-old campaign was disappointing after a good reappearance when third at Haydock and by the end of the
season her mark had dropped from 83 to 62.
She was due to stay in training at four and there were plans for a trip to Ireland for her but all that was shelved after she
picked up an injury just before the season and she went to the paddocks.
She later had five foals with one winner in Tipsy Prince and died in 2012.
Skymaite
With Princess of Garda out of commission the club switched to Skymaite in 2002. As with her predecessor she had been
bought back at Doncaster sales to be eligible for Auction races this time for 1,000 guineas. She was again by Komaite
and a full sister to two modest winners.
Also following on from Princess of Garda her first trip to the racecourse did not go to plan when she refused to enter the
stalls. Her best run was her first run when fourth of nine at Carlisle. After that in four more runs she failed to sparkle and in
four runs at three she showed nothing culminating in a tailed off last of twelve at Wolverhampton in June.
After that stumps were drawn with her and she went off to Doncaster August sales making 700 guineas.
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Kozando
The final of the three horses at Geraldine's was Kozando in 2003 who replaced Skymaite mid-season. He had also been
through the sales as a yearling being bought back for 1,300 guineas. His dam Times Zando won twice and two full
brothers Captain Kozando and Colonel Kozando had both won. After two fair efforts in his trainer's colours he first ran for
the club when down the field in Maiden Auction as Newcastle. He then hit form beaten only half a length in third at
Haydock when a 66/1 shot before going two better seven days later in a Nursery again at Haydock off a mark of 60. A
second at Warwick was followed by another win this time at Hamilton off 70. Up to 76 in a big field at Doncaster he led
home the horses on his side of the course but could only finish sixth before a fourth in a valuable Nursery at Hamilton. He
ran like he had had enough when down the field on his final run. He went off to Newmarket sales where he made 8,000
guineas to a bid from Al-Enzi Metab a regular buyer at the horses in training sales and he was probably destined for the
Middle East but I can find no record of him ever racing again.
Kozando was the last time the club had a horse in training. The next years syndicate failed to get off the ground. Fifteen
horses with eight trainers. There are plenty of the commercial syndicates around nowadays and I have friends who are
happy to join them but I think the ones we had with twenty to thirty shares are far better and I certainly have some good
memories of the ones I was involved in.
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